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Login Enterprise Platform Overview

A 360° approach delivers insights into the performance, cost, and capacity of 

your virtual desktops and applications – from production to delivery and across 

locations, settings, and infrastructure. 

The Digital Workspace is Evolving at Lightning Speed

End-user computing (EUC) teams are dealing with increasingly heterogeneous, multi-vendor virtual desktop environments 

and a growing mix of application delivery strategies. Yet ensuring that everyone receives a consistent, high-fidelity experience 

across a complex infrastructure places considerable strain on IT managers and administrators.

The interdependence between performance, cost, and capacity creates a balancing act for every IT organization. If you 

underinvest in your services, the overall experience and user density may suffer. However, if you overinvest, you run the risk of 

wasting valuable IT resources that could be invested elsewhere - especially as you move to the cloud.

The real challenge is there is no single solution that provides visibility into all three elements and how a trade-off in one area 

may impact another. EUC teams often rely on various tools that focus on one or two components or for a specific vendor 

environment. It’s time for a new game plan that includes proactive strategies to reduce digital friction and maintain predictable 

costs while improving performance now and in the future.

Your New Gameplan—Login Enterprise

The Login Enterprise Platform provides a different approach to 

tackling common EUC challenges by delivering:

• Proactive Monitoring – Catch issues before users notice 

by continuously monitoring performance—all day, across all 

locations—without needing agents or users to be present.

• Cost Optimization – Spend wisely without sacrificing 

performance and gain constant visibility into the costs related 

to your environments – in the cloud, hybrid, or on-premises.

• Capacity Management - Eliminate guesswork and know 

exactly what your environment can handle while maintaining 

peak performance.

Benefits

• Monitor proactively for faster alerts 

and more in-depth user experience 

analysis.

• Access robust insights into spend 

for smarter fiscal decisions without 

compromising performance.

• Eliminate guesswork and optimize 

investments by identifying acceptable 

cloud and infrastructure needs.



Proactive Monitoring

The nature of today’s digital workspace environments means 

unplanned changes are inevitable. End-user reporting of 

issues like slow app performance can be vague and often lack 

context, making troubleshooting difficult. Understanding what 

“normal” means is critical.

The Login Enterprise Platform continuously samples virtual 

endpoints and applications to determine whether a change has 

had a creeping impact over time or an instant effect caused 

by an automatic update or human error. Proactive monitoring 

allows you to track metrics from the end-user’s perspective, 

proactively detecting issues before real users are affected.
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Using virtual users that require no agent footprint, you can 

monitor 24/7/365 across locations, environments, and worker 

roles and verify access to critical websites and resources (file 

shares, print services). You can sample at customizable inter-

vals and trend over days, weeks, or months and quickly report 

on SLAs specific to availability and response times.

Ongoing objective monitoring against established baselines 

is the most reliable measure of performance degradation. 

This way, every change can be analyzed, no matter how small, 

so that gradual deteriorations are detected well before they 

disrupt normal operations. 

Define thresholds for overall performance and receive immedi-

ate alerts when deviations from expected performance occur. 

This allows you to identify production issues during off-peak 

Login Enterprise mimics real user activity and will notify you if an 

application breaks or performance falls below specific thresholds.

hours, resolve them before users start to work, and facilitate 

root cause analysis to determine the source(s) of the prob-

lem(s) and corrective action.

Cost Optimization

Managing VDI (Virtual Desktop Infrastructure) and Desktop-

as-a-Service (DaaS) costs can be challenging for most IT 

organizations. The complexity and layers within the stack can 

quickly obscure true costs. Often IT lacks the visibility to track 

and report usage and costs accurately, limiting the ability to 

optimize resources and control costs—especially as you move 

to the cloud or hybrid infrastructures.

Identifying the balance between cost and performance is 

critical. Getting it wrong could mean poor user experience, 

compromised productivity, and deployment failure. Login 

Enterprise helps IT teams easily make smarter decisions and 

optimize price to performance.

No matter where you are, Login Enterprise provides insights 

for cloud right-sizing and optimization and helps detect when 

new instances or infrastructure might be needed to maintain/

optimize existing environments

Login Enterprise is vendor agnostic, allowing you to realize 

value even as you change or add vendors. As you look at alter-

natives or need to extend the life of your current environment, 

easily compare potential changes to make the best financial 

decisions.

The Login Enterprise cost dashboard tracks important operational 

expenses associated with VDI and DaaS deployments.
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Capacity Management

Capacity is never a constant and requires continual evaluation 

as users, applications, and other components change. Man-

aging your environment with Login Enterprise helps prevent 

problems at usage peaks, protects your future business conti-

nuity, allows you to grow when needed, and most importantly, 

ensures end-user satisfaction.

With Login Enterprise’s consistent benchmarks and dash-

boards, you always know whether your existing environments 

or cloud VM instances continue to meet business needs 

and expectations. Login Enterprise also helps calibrate your 

service chain through rapid capacity comparisons against 

established baselines – helping you optimize user density from 

planning to retirement.

Confidently add more users to a current environment while 

maintaining consistent performance over time. Identify when 

upgrades are needed and determine if existing environments 

Capacity dashboards and comparisons ensure you can continue  

to meet business needs and expectations.

will support newer operating systems, runtimes, or busi-

ness-critical application upgrades. With capacity and user 

experience insights, you avoid delays and unanticipated costs.

Fast and Easy to Implement, Immediate 

Results

Login Enterprise comes fully configured and ready to run within 

your environment, whether in the cloud or on-premises. No 

lengthy, time-intensive custom implementation or continuous 

refining is necessary. Instead, your deployment will include a 

fast and easy setup in evaluation, pre-production, and produc-

tion environments. 

Login Enterprise deployments are secure, providing the ability 

to control access and protect sensitive information. Adjusting 

your subscription as your business grows and changes over 

time is also easy. Start getting results and pull your team out of 

the endless configuration, tuning, updating, and troubleshoot-

ing business.

Ready to Begin Your Journey?

Learn more about how Login Enterprise can be your compet-

itive advantage. 

Ready to see more? Request a live demo of the Login Enter-

prise Platform.

Get in touch with the Login VSI team.
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